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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

The work that was originally planned (Report on the clustering properties of extreme 

cyclonic events) could not be carried out because of internal changes in the company Guy 

Carpenter that required a change of the co-supervisor of ESR7, Mr. Riccardo Sinili. Prof. 

Barrerio (Universidad de la Republica, Uruguay) has accepted to co-supervise Silini’s 

thesis.  

 

Under the co-supervision of Prof. Masoller (UPC) and Prof. Barreiro, the ESR developed 

novel algorithms to infer causal interactions directly from climatological data. The work 

focused on the analysis of 13 indices that represent large-scale climatological processes 

(All Indian Rainfall, Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation, North Atlantic Oscillation, El 

Nino/Southern Oscillation, Pacific Decadal Oscillation, etc.). The algorithm developed 

allows to identify those processes which contain useful information for the prediction of 

a given process. In this way, the algorithm represents a tool of bivariate time series 

analysis, to identify features that can potentially improve the forecast of the evolution of 

a climate index. As an example, it was found that the link between the Atlantic 

Multidecadal Oscillation and El Nino/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is becoming stronger, 

which may be useful for improving ENSO predictability. 

 

The work, co-authored by senior researchers of three CAFE partners (UPC, UDELAR 

and ECMWF), was submitted to the journal Climate Dynamics. The preprint can be 

downloaded from  

 

https://www.researchsquare.com/article/rs-1691544/v1 

 

and is included in this deliverable. The developed algorithm, based on an approximation 

of the Transfer Entropy for Gaussian processes (referred to as pseudo Transfer Entropy, 

pTE) is publicly available at 

 

https://doi.org/http://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4271219 
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Abstract13

We evaluate causal dependencies between thirteen indices that rep-14

resent large-scale climate patterns (El Nino/Southern Oscillation, the15

North Atlantic Oscillation, the Pacific Decadal Oscillation, etc.) using16

a recently proposed approach based on an approximation of the17

transfer entropy. We demonstrate that this methodology identifies18

causal relations that are well-known, as well as it uncovers some19

relations which, to the best of our knowledge, have not yet been20

reported in the literature. We also identify significant changes in21

causal dependencies that have occurred in the last three decades.22

1 Introduction23

Identifying significant causal dependencies directly from time-series analysis24

is a challenging problem with practical applications in all fields of science and25

technology. A main challenge is to differentiate direct from indirect causality26

(considering, for example, three processes X, Y and Z, X can directly affect Z,27

or it can indirectly affect Z because X affects Y and in turn, Y affects Z). In28

1
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climate sciences, an additional challenge is to identify non-trivial causalities,29

i.e., those that are not due to geographical proximity nor to common seasonal30

effects. Many approaches for causal inference have been proposed that have31

different algorithmic complexity and mathematical and computational require-32

ments [1–10]; the literature is extensive and we refer the interested reader33

to [11, 12] and references therein.34

Recently, two of us have proposed a methodology, referred to as pseudo35

transfer entropy (pTE) [13] that provides a good compromise between accuracy36

and computational time. The methodology is based on a simplified expression37

of the transfer entropy, TE [2], which is equivalent, for Gaussian variables, to38

Granger causality, GC [1, 14]. The pTE method has two parameters that have39

to be properly selected: the order of the model used to represent the data, and40

the lag time of information transfer. In [13] the pTE results were validated41

using model generated data (where the underlying causality was known) and42

then, it was applied to the analysis of the tele-connection between the Central43

Pacific and the Indian Ocean, as inferred from the bivariate analysis of the44

monthly-sampled time series of NINO3.4 and All India Rainfall (AIR) indices.45

While pTE and GC only detected the dominant causality (NINO3.4 → AIR),46

TE detected both.47

Keeping in mind that the pTE methodology might only return strong48

causal links (direct or indirect, while it might miss weak but significant causal-49

ities), in this work we aim to extend the previous study and analyze a set of50

indices that represent main patterns of climate variability. Our goal is to detect51

significant causalities regardless of whether they are due to direct or indirect52

teleconnections. Our motivation is that, in either case, the gained knowledge53

can contribute to improve the forecast of a climatic pattern, such as ENSO,54

by taking into account information of the subset of indices that are causally55

related to the index that represents the pattern. We are also interested in56

shedding light on how causal interactions might have changed over the last57

decades.58

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the datasets ana-59

lyzed; Sec. 3 describes the methodology used; Sec. 4 presents the results and60

Sec. 5 presents the discussion of the results.61

2 Data62

We focus this study in the climatic indices described below. They are monthly63

sampled timeseries and are freely accessible at the NOAA website (https://psl.64

noaa.gov/data/climateindices/list/), with the exception of the All Indian Rain-65

fall index, which is available via the Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology66

(https://www.tropmet.res.in/).67

AIR: All Indian Rainfall. The area-weighted integral of the rainfall68

measured by the Indian national network of rain gauges.69
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AMO: Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation. The detrended area-weighted70

average over the North Atlantic, from the equator up to 70N, of the sea surface71

temperature (SST) anomalies from the Kaplan SST dataset [15, 16].72

GMT: The Global Mean Temperature anomaly as computed by73

NASA/GISS. The anomaly is computed with respect to the period 1951-1980.74

HURR: The total number of hurricanes or named tropical storms in a given75

month in the Atlantic region.76

NAO: The North Atlantic Oscillation. The north-south dipole of pressure77

anomalies over the North Atlantic, with one center over Greenland and the78

other center of opposite sign between 35N and 40N.79

NINO34: The East Central Tropical Pacific SST anomaly. It integrates the80

NOAA ERSST V5 anomalies in the region (5N-5S)×(170W-120W).81

NP: North Pacific pattern. The area-weighted sea level pressure over the82

region (30N-65N)×(160E-140W).83

NTA: North Tropical Atlantic index. The SST anomalies averaged over the84

two regions (60W-20W)×(6N-18N) and (20W-10W)×(6N-10N) map. Anoma-85

lies are obtained from the ERSST V3b dataset relative to the 1981-201086

climatology, smoothed by three months running mean and projected onto 2087

leading EOFs.88

PDO: Pacific Decadal Oscillation. The leading principal component of89

monthly SST anomalies in the North Pacific Ocean.90

QBO: Quasi-Biennial Oscillation. The zonal average of the 30mb zonal91

wind at the equator as computed from the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis.92

Sahel: Sahel Standardized Rainfall. Average rainfall recorded by 14 weather93

stations in the region (8N-20N)×(20W-10E).94

SOI: Southern Oscillation Index. The standardized difference in surface air95

pressure between Tahiti and Darwin. The SOI is a proxy of the strength of the96

Walker circulation and it’s strictly related to ENSO.97

TSA: Tropical Southern Atlantic Index. The SST anomaly with respect to98

the 1971-2000 period in the region (0-20S)×(10E-30W). HadISST and NOAA99

OI 1◦ × 1◦ datasets are used to create this index.100

The various indices span different regions and focus on different variables.101

variability of the ocean and the atmosphere on different spatio-temporal scales,102

with particular attention to the tropical belt.103

The majority of the timeseries span six decades, overlapping in the period104

1951-2016 (i.e., in 792 data points). In this period, the timeseries are depicted105

in Fig. 1.106

The various indices display different spectral properties. Several have a107

defined periodic component, either seasonal, as in the case of rainfall and storm108

indices, or longer, like the case of the QBO. Some display trends (GMT), others109

slow non-linear oscillations (NINO34). The high frequencies as well are very110

heterogeneous.111

All these complex spectral properties influence the indices’ distributions.112

Generally, we observe skewed distributions and hints of multimodality.113
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Fig. 1 Raw time series of the thirteen climatic indices under study.

AIR, HURR, Sahel and NP indices display a strong seasonal component114

(Fig. 1). To avoid spurious signals, we removed the seasonality subtracting the115

mean of every different month from these four indices. The other indices have116

already been constructed after removing the seasonal cycle of the variables117

used.118

Since the indices under consideration span a broad range of values, we119

standardized their distribution by removing a linear trend and rescaling the120

series to have unitary variance. Even if information-related quantities such as121

pTE, transfer entropy, or mutual information in principle do not depend on the122

variables gauges, the rescaling to unitary variance is considered good practice123
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Fig. 2 Post-processed time series and histograms of values in log scale.

for their numerical computation. The resulting post-processed time series and124

their values distributions are depicted in Fig. 2.125

3 Methodology126

We analyze the causality structure of the set of indices indices using bivariate127

analysis, i.e., we address the problem of determining whether one index influ-128

ences another without considering the possible influence of a third index that129

could mediate the interaction.130
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Index k
AIR 1
AMO 2
GMT 2
HURR 1
NAO 1

NINO34 2
NP 1
NTA 8
PDO 1
QBO 2
Sahel 1
SOI 3
TSA 1

Table 1 Summary of index model orders, k, used in this study.

For consistency, we focused on the period 1950–2016, which is the time131

span for which all the time series have continuous records.132

To measure the bivariate causality between two indices, we use the pseudo133

transfer entropy (pTE) [13], a method that has recently proven to be a compu-134

tationally fast alternative to traditional transfer (TE) entropy [2]. Analogously135

to the TE, the pTE measures the transfer of information from Y at time t to136

X at time t + τ conditional to the information flowing from X at time t to137

X at time t+ τ , providing a mean to assess causal relationships between two138

processes.139

The pTE from series Y to X is calculated from the analysis of a vector140

containing the future elements of X at t ≥ τ , and the matrices containing the141

k past values of X and Y (see [13] for details).142

The embedding dimension of time series X, hereafter k, has to be selected143

before carrying on the calculation [13]. There are different possibilities to deter-144

mine its optimal value. Here we model X as an autoregressive process and fix145

the model order, k, minimizing the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) score.146

In Table 1, we report the model orders k that minimize the BIC score for147

each index. As expected, for the majority of the atmospheric indices, a short-148

memory AR process is sufficient. In particular, we can see that the order of149

NAO is 1, and this is consistent with the fact that a first order approximation150

of NAO is red noise. Ocean indices are overall modelled with a higher order AR151

process, indicating a longer memory. Nevertheless, the PDO and TSA indices152

are modelled as AR(1) processes, even though they are dominated by long-153

term variations, indicating that in these cases autocorrelation is mediated by154

the effect of short lags. The high k = 8 value for NTA can be explained in155

part by considering that, when generating the index, the SST anomalies were156

smoothed by a 3-months running mean.157

3.1 Statistical significance analysis158

Once the pTE between two indices is computed, we have to address whether159

it is significant or not. Unlike the case of cross-correlation, the null model of X160
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being independent of the past of Y doesn’t allow the analytical calculation of161

p-values for the pTE distribution. For this reason, we have to rely on surrogate162

analysis to understand if a pTE value is significantly different from zero.163

Surrogate timeseries can be obtained from real-world data through dif-164

ferent kinds of manipulation [17]. Surrogate time series should retain all the165

properties of the original timeseries with the exception of the one we are166

interested in. In the case of causal relationships, we want surrogates that are167

independent from each other while preserving the autocorrelation function of168

the original time series. In fact, preserving the autocorrelation ensures that169

we preserve the dependence of the timeseries on itself. To achieve this we170

employed an algorithm known as iterative amplitude adjusted Fourier trans-171

form (IAAFT) [18, 19], which preserves both the amplitude distribution and172

the power spectrum of the original series.173

From the original dataset, we generated N = 1000 independent surrogate174

datasets using IAAFT. From the surrogate datasets we obtain N surrogate175

measures of pTE between each pair of timeseries. Thus, the quantiles of the176

surrogate pTEs can be viewed as significance threshold for the measured pTE177

values. In the following, we considered a pTE value significant if it falls within178

the highest 1% of its surrogates distribution.179

3.2 Long-term causality variation180

Measuring the variation of pTE between the first and second half of the dataset181

allows us to explore possible long-term variation in the index interactions. To182

address the significance of such variations we rely again on surrogate analysis.183

Once we split the dataset into two halves, ranging respectively from 1950 to184

1983 and from 1984 to 2016, we create N = 1000 surrogates for each half,185

and from the surrogates, we compute N pTE values for each pair of variables186

on each half. For each surrogate pTE value of the second half, we randomly187

sample 100 surrogate pTEs from the first half and we compute the average188

difference. This way, we end up with N surrogate differences for each pair of189

indices. A difference is considered significant if the empirical p-value is either190

below 1% for a negative difference or above 99% for a positive difference.191

4 Results192

In Fig. 3(a) we report an example of pTE calculation focusing on NINO34 as193

“forcing” node, considering significant pTEs for different values of τ . Most of194

the results match with the current knowledge regarding ENSO dynamics. We195

can observe a 5-months cutoff in the NINO34 → SOI interaction, which is in196

line with the ENSO build-up time scale when the ocean and the atmosphere197

are coupled. Moreover, a maximum of around 4 months in the NINO34 →198

NTA is expected too, given that their interaction is mediated by heat fluxes:199

because of its thermal inertia, the SST of the ocean boundary layer changes in200

a time scale of roughly three months, producing the pTE delayed maximum.201

From this perspective, the behavior of the AMO is analogous. The AIR and202
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Fig. 3 Influence of NINO34 (a) and NAO (b) to a subset of indices for various lags τ .
The vertical axis shows the relative pTE value, which is the relative difference between the
measured pTE and the significance threshold determined by using the surrogate analysis
(see Sec. 3 for details). For clarity, pTE values that are not significant are not shown.

HURR have a 1-month impact, which is reasonable given that the interaction203

is mediated directly by the atmosphere. It is interesting to note that the HURR204

index has a small but significant pTE tail up to τ = 3, which may result from205

indirect interactions mediated by the NTA.206

Results of some indices are, however, unexpected to a degree. For the PDO207

and the NP, we would have expected a behavior more similar to the NTA208

one. Instead, we observe in Fig. 3(a) relatively high pTEs up to 4 months. We209

interpret this as due to the fact that the local air-sea interaction increases the210

persistence of the remotely forced ENSO signal. In contrast, the pTE values211

for NAO (Fig. 3(b)) show a very rapid decrease with τ , indicating interactions212

on a much shorter time scale.213

In the following, for every pair of indices, we calculated the pTE and its214

significance for τ = 1, 3 and 6, that is one month, one season and half a year215

into the future. In Fig. 4, we report the significant connections between the216

various indices. For better clarity, results are displayed both as a network and217

an adjacency matrix. In the network representation, directed connections are218

represented by arrows. In particular, we draw a link only if the value of the219

pTE between two indices is significant for at least one value of τ .220

We investigate the role of τ in the pTE values in Fig. 5, again representing221

connections by directed arrows. The arrows’ colors represent the value of τ for222

which the pTE is the highest, while the arrows’ width represents this maximum223

value. We can observe that, in general, connections have relatively low τ . Also,224

the values of pTE for τ = 6 seems to be lower than for other lags.225

The full network picture allows to visualize the global structure; however,226

the different links can not be clearly distinguished. For the sake of clarity, we227

select a subset of key indices (AMO, NTA, PDO, and the NINO34/SOI pair),228

and report in Fig. 6 the forward and inward links separately. The pivotal role229

of ENSO in the climate network is evident, with numerous forward connections230

tying NINO34 and SOI to the vast majority of the studied indices.231
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a) b)

Fig. 4 a) Network representation of causal dependencies. The arrows go from the driving
to the driven indices. The size of the nodes is proportional to their degree. b) Binary matrix
representation of the causal dependencies. The nodes (the columns and rows) represent
climate indices, while the links (the black squares) indicate significant causality between
indices. Row labels represent the forcing indices, while the columns stand for the forced
ones. All significant connection are shown, regardless of the lag, τ .

HURR

GMT
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NAO
PDOTSA

NINO34

NTA
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QBO

AIR NP

Sahel

τ = 1

τ = 3

τ = 6
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1.0

Fig. 5 As Fig. 4, here the width of the represents the strength of the causal dependency
(the relative value of pTE, with respect to the significance threshold found with a p-value
of 0.01) and the color represents the lag, τ , for which maximum causality is found. The size
of the nodes is proportional to their degree.

Finally, we report in Fig. 7 the significant variations of pTE values between232

pre-1984 and post-1984. We observe that the variations are heterogeneous,233

with main changes being an increase in the strength of the NP-PDO link and234

the decrease of the strength of the PDO-GMT link, and of several links that235

affect AMO. The discussion of the uncovered links, and their variations, is236

presented the next section.237
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AMO NTA PDO NINO34 SOI

Fig. 6 Connections between selected indices and the rest of the network. a) AMO, b) NTA,
c) PDO, d) NINO34 and SOI.
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Fig. 7 Significant differences in the causality networks between two time windows, rep-
resented both as network and adjacency matrix. The first time window contains the years
1950-1983, while the second correspond to the window 1984-2016. Green (red) links corre-
spond to an increment (reduction) in the causality from the first to the second window. For
each connection, we report the largest significant difference across the three studied values
of τ . The value of tau for which the difference is the largest is reported in adjacency matrix.
The width and color of the links are proportional to the relative increments (reductions),
with respect to the significance threshold found with IAAFT surrogates (p-value = 0.01).

5 Discussion238

While some of the uncovered connections are well-known, others are either239

previously unknown or are possible false positives. In the latter case, a common240

driver of two indices could produce a significant amount of shared information,241

inducing an apparent connection.242

Let’s start with the connection between ENSO and the north Pacific indices243

(NP and PDO). It is well known that ENSO induces an atmospheric telecon-244

nection that modulates the Aleutian low over the North Pacific [20]. As the245

Aleutian low is characterized by the NP index, the ENSO → NP causality is246

well understood. Changes in the surface winds associated with the Aleutian247
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low in turn induce SST anomalies in the north Pacific thus affecting the PDO248

(NP → PDO). Finally, air-sea interaction in the north Pacific generates the249

causality PDO → NP [21].250

On the other hand, it is unlikely that the number of tropical storms in the251

north Atlantic (HURR) can drive NAO, TSA, ENSO and NP, as suggested by252

the results. Instead, these causalities likely result as consequence of complex253

interactions among the different atmospheric and oceanic phenomena charac-254

terized by these indices. For example, it is well known that during El Niño255

the number of hurricanes in the north Atlantic decreases because of enhanced256

vertical shear [22] as found by pTE. At the same time a warm NTA, which is257

also influenced by ENSO [23], favours the development of tropical storms [24].258

Similar complex interactions explain the links of the AIR index.259

The lag is a crucial parameter that has a large impact on the analysis. The260

global surface air temperature warms up by about 0.1◦C during an El Niño261

event, with a lag of about 6 months [25]. This causality is detected in the262

analysis, although ENSO → GMT is maximum at lag 1. At longer lags we find263

the opposite causality (GMT → SOI at lag 3 and NINO34 at lag 1), which264

may be understood as consequence of the persistence of the ENSO events that265

last between 6 and 9 months.266

The causality identified QBO→ NAO in our analysis has been reported267

in the literature to occur during boreal winter [26, 27], although the link had268

been assessed as relatively weak. We found the largest causality for a lag of269

6 months, suggesting that the mechanism through which the QBO affects the270

NAO may last more than one season.271

It is well known that the NAO is the main driver of the sea surface tem-272

perature anomalies over the tropical north Atlantic mainly through changes273

in surface heat fluxes [28]. However, we don’t find this causality, probably274

due to the index used to describe the Atlantic SST. As mentioned above the275

NTA index uses SST anomalies that have been smoothed thus filtering out the276

response to NAO. On the other hand, the analysis detected the NTA → NAO277

connection at lag 1, which is consistent with the literature that shows that278

SSTa in the tropical north Atlantic can induce atmospheric teleconnections279

that project onto NAO [29].280

Another index that presents links with several other phenomena is the TSA.281

As in the case of the tropical north Atlantic, it is likely that the TSA → NAO282

link is direct, as the SSTa in the south Atlantic can control the position of283

the Intertropical Convergence Zone which could promote the development of a284

teleconnection to the north Atlantic [29]. Interestingly, connections with other285

indices occur with lags of 3 or 6 months, suggesting that some of these links286

are indirect. The tropical south Atlantic is known to influence the equatorial287

Pacific through changes in the Walker circulation with a lag of several months288

[30], consistent with our results. Thus, we hypothesize that the connections of289

the TSA with the PDO and HURR indices occurr via the ENSO influence.290

Our analysis also shows that the impact of TSA on ENSO has grown in291

recent decades (see Fig. 7), in agreement with the literature [30].292
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Looking at Fig. 7, the strongest and most consistent signal is the change in293

causality between SOI (and Nino34) and AMO. That AMO variability influ-294

ences the ENSO variability is already documented [31]. While the literature295

on the link between AMO and ENSO is extensive, to our knowledge, there296

is no report that this influence is getting stronger, which could have impli-297

cations for the ENSO predictions. As already mentioned, El Niño warms up298

the NTA, which is part of the AMO index, therefore it’s not surprising that299

ENSO appears driving AMO. On the other hand, the Atlantic can influence300

ENSO variability by changing the mean state in the equatorial Pacific, alter-301

ing the Walker circulation and trades, as pointed out above. From Fig. 7, we302

infer that the AMO impact on ENSO is increasing while the ENSO impact on303

AMO is becoming weaker. For longer lags (e.g., τ = 9) only the link AMO →304

ENSO remains (not shown). The link ENSO → AMO is weak for long leads,305

while AMO → ENSO can still be strong, due to the different time scales of306

the phenomena.307

Figure 7 also shows an increase in the NP → PDO link in the last decades,308

which may be related to the fact that the ENSO teleconnection to the north309

Pacific has also increased (NINO34 → NP, SOI → NP). On the other hand the310

link PDO → NP does not seem to have changed. Combined these results sug-311

gest that the SST anomalies in the north Pacific have become more dependent312

on the equatorial Pacific conditions compared to local air-sea interactions.313

6 Conclusions314

We have used the pseudo transfer entropy (pTE), which is a simplified expres-315

sion of the transfer entropy, to evaluate causal dependencies between thirteen316

indices that represent large-scale climate pattern. Taken together, our results317

have unveiled the well-known complexity of the network of interactions and318

feedback loops, and their interdecadal variations. The majority of the links319

recovered by our analysis have been documented in the literature and can be320

explained through known physical mechanisms; however, we have also found321

undocumented or likely spurious interactions. While it is important for advanc-322

ing the understanding of our climate to identify the links that represent genuine323

connections, from a practical standpoint, to improve the forecast of an index324

variability, the pTE analysis yields useful knowledge because it tells us which325

signals contain information relevant for the future of another signal. In this326

way, the pTE represents a useful tool of time series analysis, to identify fea-327

tures that can potentially improve the forecast of the evolution of a climate328

index. As an example, we have found that the link between AMO and ENSO329

is becoming stronger, which may be important for ENSO predictability.330

Another application of the pTE algorithm is for performing model inter-331

comparisons, e.g., for contrasting the causal links found in model data with332

those found in observed data, in order to determine the skill of different climate333

models in representing the interactions and lags in our climate.334
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